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A month since reopening
The first month’s turnout surpassed
expectations, and the percentage of
Italian visitors has been much higher
than in the past. Perhaps it indicates a
positive growing attention by the
national public for the country's
hidden treasures.

A completely renewed
breakfast service
The breakfast, much enriched in its
selection of sweet and savoury
specialities, now includes the on-thespot preparation of omelettes,
scrambled eggs and an assortment
of cold cuts. Visit the buffet on video
at: https://bit.ly/39sf2b0

The “Bottega di Angela”
A completely renewed selection of vintage objects, antiques,
curiosities, linens and ceramics for the home awaits you in the castle’s
shop, in a Parisian marché aux puces atmosphere where you will
discover unexpected surprises.
Visit the shop at: https://bit.ly/32Xr7Uu

Maria’s kitchen
Guide on trekking trails

We produced a video series in which Maria, Postignano's cook,
demonstrates how to prepare the Casa Rosa dishes at home. All
recipes on YouTube: https://bit.ly/30Lcnp5

For nature walks enthusiasts: a guide
illustrating 18 trekking routes around
Postignano has just been published,
it is available for viewing at reception
and can be purchased at:
www.morlacchilibri.com.
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Weaving workshop
The workshops are available to the guests upon request.

Surroundings
Work is underway to improve the
nature park area from Lake Vigi to the
Rote waterfalls. There you can
observe a great variety of flora and
fauna typical of the area, only 5Km
from Postignano.

Customers’ reviews
The dream

"An experience out of time. Our
room was a charm, everything is new
and done with extreme attention to
detail. We had a small apartment with
two bedrooms, a sitting area and a
bathroom. Cleaning is at levels of
excellence and beyond! The furniture
is period and very refined. The
panoramic view from the windows is
wonderful, it overlooks the village
and the hills that surround it. The
village has a high-level renovation,
nothing is out of place. There are
stairs and also an elevator. The staff
are extremely helpful and everyone
seems to be there to make you feel
like the princess of the castle. We
also enjoyed the swimming pool
which can be reached a few steps
down from the castle, also immersed
in an oasis of greenery, and each
umbrella with sunbeds has its own
private green space (privacy and
Covid proof). We dined and had
lunch at the restaurant of the castle
"the Casa Rosa" and we enjoyed it,
nice and tasty dishes, excellent staff.
The rich and varied breakfast, as well
as the aperitif, are served on a
panoramic terrace overlooking the
surrounding landscape with soft and
harmonious hills, I am grateful to
those who decided to build such a
dream and make it come alive.
Thankyou thankyou thankyou"
(felsinei - July 2020 - Tripadvisor)

Conservative restoration course and
workshops
5 days of theoretical and practical course. Analysis of the
furniture or object and its preparation, conservative restoration
techniques, wax polishing, lacquering, finishing, enhancement
of the artefact, delabré effect, patina restoration, finishing and
details. Learn and perfect the art of restoration. Theory and
knowledge of Art. Also available as introductory workshops for
Postignano guests upon request.
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